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The only exhibition in Russia that integrally
embraces all aspects of design, construction,
and equipment of kindergarten's, school's
and sport's buildings.

Build School brings together leading industry
professionals and companies in the fields
of design, construction, reconstruction,
modernization and producers of materials,
equipment and furniture.

The relevance of holding an exhibition
and great interest shown by professional
community and a wide range of public
groups can be explained by the extensive
future prospects in providing preschool,
school and sport education.
The subject of the exhibition covers all areas
of design, construction, and equipment
of kindergartens and schools.

“In every corner of our great country, children have to be able to study
in a pleasant, user-friendly, modern environment, so we will continue
the program for the reconstruction and renovation of schools.
There will be no more rundown and dilapidated school buildings
with no basic amenities”.

Vladimir Putin
President of Russian Federation
the Annual Presidential Address to the Federal Assembly, 1st of December, 2016.
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Union of architects
of Russia

Official Support
The Ministry of Construction,
Housing and Utilities of Russia

FGBU «Direction
«School-2025»

The Ministry
of Education and
Science of Russia

Research Center
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and city building
of Moscow

Russian Academy
of Architecture and
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Moscow Committee
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and Urban Development
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Analytical Center
for the Government
of Russia

Official media partner

Media partners
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Subjects
1. Architectural projects of schools and
kindergartens, children's sports facilities
and playgrounds
At the exhibition site, architectural projects demonstrating
a modern approach to design will be widely presented.

2. Constructive solutions, construction
and finishing materials
The section includes construction and finishing materials,
the application of which complies with the requirements
of normative documents and standards for preschool,
school and sport buildings.

6. Equipment and adaptations
for disabled children
Devices for users with visual, hearing or musculoskeletal
disorders. Means of visual information and sound signaling,
floor signs and restrictive marking, ramps, doors with
the automatic closing, tactile covers etc.

7. Equipment and adaptations
for disabled children
8. Sport and playgrounds
Equipment, elements, and materials.

3. Engineering equipment
Equipment for water supply, heating, sewerage,
electrical equipment. Sanitary equipment of toilet rooms.

9. Territory improvement
Landscape design, playgrounds, field covers and coatings
of children's and sports grounds, small architectural forms etc.

4. Interior design and equipment
Design and color solution for interiors.
Furniture for classrooms and other premises, including
teachers' and vestibules, lockers and cribs, lamps,
mirrors, fences and more.

5. Technical equipping of schools
and kindergartens
Equipment for the organization of educational processes:
training boards, computers, printers, audio-video systems,
easels.
Equipment for assembly halls: sound, light, projection.

10. Security Systems
Equipment for the installation of security systems,
alarms, communications, alerts etc.
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Terms of participation
Assembly
October 19–20

Exhibition
October 21–23

Dismantling
October 24

Please submit the application form before the 14 of September 2019.
Registration fee is required for each exponent – 400 Euro, includes information in the official catalogue.
The rent cost per 1 sq. m of the unequipped area – 300 Euro, equipped area — 350 Euro.
The rent cost per 1 sq. m of the second floor unequipped area: 150 Euro.

Participation in the business program — 400 Euro (20 min) + 100 Euro (catalogue).
VAT (18%) is included.
The cost of equipped area includes the rent of exposition area, back and side walls, carpeting, furniture and equipment, electric
plugs and spot-bra with installation, payment for constructing the stand and dismantling, company name inscription on the fascia
panel not more than 15 signs (additional signs are paid separately), pass-cards: by reckoning one pass-card per 3 sq.m of the rented
area.

List of rented equipment and furniture included into the cost of a stand:
Stand
area, sq. m

Door

Tables

Chairs

Archive
cupboards
or info

Electrosockets

Spot-bra

Hangers

Basket

9-16

-

1

3

1

1

3

1

1

18-36

1

1

4

1

1

4-6

1

1

36 and more

1

2

6

1

2

8

1

1

The minimum dimension of a rented exhibition area is 9 sq. m.
The cost of a corner stand opened from two sides is increased by 10%, from three sides – 15%, from four sides – 20%.
The additional equipment order for a stand, advertising and services should be done separately according to the rates which are
given on request.
Compulsory insurance of the exhibition area from the risk of fire in the assembly, operation and dismantling of the exhibition, as
well as the civil liability of the participant for the harm caused to health and property of visitors, to be paid by the exhibitor at a price
"Expocentr" at the rate of 1,5 Euro per 1 sq.m. area.
All payments must be received to the account of the Union of Moscow Architects up to September 14, 2019.
In case of payment after September 14, 2019 the sum of all payments increases by 10%.
In case of refusal of the company to participate in the exhibition registration fee will not be refunded.
In case of refusal to participate in the exhibition and the termination of the contract on the initiative of the participant after 14 of
September, 2019 company shall pay a penalty equal to 20% of the rental value of the rented space.
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Application for participation
1. Full title of organization, country

2. Address with ZIP Code

3. Phone

Email

Website

4. Responsible person (First name, Family name, telephone, e-mail)

5. Exposition area:
Equipped area (m2)

Unequipped area (m2)

Opened area (m2)

Business program (optional) Theme

The reporter (optional) Name, Surname, occupation

6. The field of company’s activity

7. Other companies participating in our expositions Full title and country to which the organization belongs

8. The inscription on fascia board for the booth on the equipped area.
15 signs are included in price of the equipped area, 30 signs for the corner equipped area

Head of Organization Position, Full Name

Date DD/MM/ 2019
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Architectural
competition
Government program for the construction
and renovation of schools, calculated up
to 2025 year, will allocate huge funds for
its implementation. Build School Project
competition, which is held within
the framework of The 3rd International
exhibition "Build School" is aimed to ensure
the speedy implementation of the best
architectural projects of pre-school
and school buildings, and children's
sports facilities.
The previous competitions of realized and
unrealized projects of pre-school and school
buildings in 2017-2018 became the most
large-scale in Russia so far.
The 3rd International Competition
"Build School Project" is expanding
its theme. In support of the Russian state
program "Development of Physical Culture
and Sport", the Union of Architects of Russia
includes a new section: children's sports
facilities.

In 2019–2020, large-scale construction of
sports facilities in the regions of Russia and
the development of sports infrastructure in the
countryside will continue. What sports schools,
complexes, and arenas will look like, how to
create a modern multifunctional space, what
materials architects put into projects, and the
best practices of design and construction on
"Build School 2019" exposition.
Another new feature of the "Build School
Project 2019" is the inclusion of a new
nomination "The best solution for the
integrated development of the territory
and the creation of a favorable environment
for children."
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Terms of participation
Goals of the competition:

To be presented:

- Identify the best design solutions for schools,
kindergartens and sports facilities for children
and promote their implementation,

standard and individual realized and unrealized projects of
preschool and school buildings, and children's sports facilities,
including – kindergartens, comprehensive and profile schools,
specialized schools, for children with disabilities, sport, music,
art schools, blocks of primary classes, school annexes etc.

- Exchange domestic and international experience,
- Support the implementation of the federal program
for construction and reconstruction of school buildings
and sports facilities.

Projects could be supplied by the authors, investors,
construction and development companies, manufacturers
of building and finishing materials and equipment.
Review competition is conducted in 1 stage.



Sections:
«Realized projects» and «Unrealized projects».

Deadline for submission of works:
until 20th of September 2019 (included).



Subjects:

Exhibition of competitive projects:

Kindergartens

Moscow, October 21–23, IEC “Expocentre”,
in the pavilion No 3 during the open days
of The 3d International exhibition «Build School 2019».
Awarding of laureates: 22d of October
in the IEC “Expocentre”, pavilion No 3.
Best projects will be presented at the XXVII International Festival
of Architecture «Zodchestvo 2019» in Moscow.

Schools
Children's sports facilities

Nominations in each section:
1. The best object of new construction.
2. The best solution for reconstruction and modernization.
3. The best solution to reuse.
4. The best solution for the interior design and building
elements.
5. The best solution for the integrated development of the
territory and creating an enabling environment for children.

Awards
The winners of the "Build School Project" competition are
awarded with commemorative diplomas and prizes of the Union
of Architects of Russia and the Union of Moscow Architects.
Gold, Silver and Bronze Diplomas, as decided by the jury.
Diplomas are awarded in sections «Realized projects» and
«Unrealized projects»:
The Grand Prix – winner in the section «Realized projects». –
Gold diploma
– Silver diploma
– Bronze diploma
The partners of the competition have the opportunity
to award their own prizes.
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For participation in review competition please send
the required information on the mail info@buildschool.ru:

Registration fee

– Application for participation and the Annex for application;

Registration fee for participation in the competition –
400 euro for 2 tablets, 150 for each subsequent tablet.

– Exposition materials;
– A short annotation to the project with description of the object
– 1 page (A4 format) in a separate file in doc, docx, including
the technical and economic parameters of the object: the
capacity (number of students), the total area of the building,
the area of the site, the cost of construction (for realization).

Exposition

materials should include:

– An information field (leave on the top of the tablet «blank»
band of 15 cm high, it is filled out by the organizer of review
contest based on the application of the participant);
– General view of the object (real life photo or threedimensional image);
– Graphical projections (situational plan, floor plans, facades,
elevations, sections etc), the most fully revealing the main idea
(at the discretion of the author).
– Short description of the object including the technical
and economic parameters of the object: the capacity
(number of students), the total area of the building,
the area of the site, the cost of construction (for realization).

Materials for the exhibition are printed by the organizers
of the competition.



Requirements for the submitted materials:
– exposition materials are presented in electronic form —
graphic file in TIF size of 95 х 140 (h) cm with resolution 150 dpi;
– exposition for one work is at least 2 tablets sized 95х140 cm,
vertical disposition.

Includes: printout of competitive works on tablets, publication
in the catalog (1 page A4), organization of the exposition in
IEC “Expocentre”, rent of the exhibition constructions, posting
information on websites of the Union of Architects of Russia, the
Union of Moscow architects, exhibition's website and
on the partners' informational resources.
Payment is due before September 1, 2019.
After receiving the notification of payment, the work is included
in the list of participants of the competition.
Publication of advertising in the catalog (optional):
1 page – 500 euro.

Printed competition works are property of the organizers
and could be used at their discretion, including for traveling
exhibitions in the regions of the Russian Federation and abroad,
for publication in mass media etc.
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Application form
Full name of the payer organization or full name of an individual

Legal address (with zip code)

Actual address (if different)

Phone number

Email

Responsible person (full name, office and mobile phones, e-mail)

Bank details (for legal entities)
Legal adress and bank details (incl. IBAN, Bank name, SWIFT Code, Phone)

Passport details (for individuals): series, number, by whom and when issued, expiry date, registration address

Name of the work(s)

Number of works

Number of tablets
At least two tablets
per work

Payment is guaranteed at the offered rates and on time.

Head of Organization Position, Full Name

Date
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Appendix / Project 1
Sections:

Nomination in each section:

Realized projects

1. The best object of new construction.

Unrealized projects

2. The best solution for reconstruction and modernization.
3. The best solution to reuse.
4. The best solution for the interior design and building elements.
5. The best solution for the integrated development of the territory
and creating an enabling environment for children.

Name and location of the project

Date of putting into operation (in the section Realized projects)

Authors (including the head of the team of authors)

Project organization (full name of the organization, full name and position of the head, telephone, website)

Construction organization (optional)

Investor, technical and economic parameters of the object

ATTENTION! The appendix is sent in PDF format (without signature and printing)
and in scanned form with original seal and signature.
Head of Organization Position, Full Name

Date
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Appendix / Project 2

Filled in the presence
of several works

Sections:

Nomination in each section:

Realized projects

1. The best object of new construction.

Unrealized projects

2. The best solution for reconstruction and modernization.
3. The best solution to reuse.
4. The best solution for the interior design and building elements.
5. The best solution for the integrated development of the territory
and creating an enabling environment for children.

Name and location of the project

Date of putting into operation (in the section Realized projects)

Authors (including the head of the team of authors)

Project organization (full name of the organization, full name and position of the head, telephone, website)

Construction organization (optional)

Investor, technical and economic parameters of the object

ATTENTION! The appendix is sent in PDF format (without signature and printing)
and in scanned form with original seal and signature.
Head of Organization Position, Full Name

Date
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